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ABSTRACT
In this work, the generation of Random Forest Regression models that allow the estimation of daily
ET values using medium spatial resolution images without thermal band has been investigated.
The models have been trained and tested with the spectral information obtained from the satellites
images and the corresponding values of ET obtained by the METRIC model. The obtained results
shown that the test and validation error of the models increase a magnitude order when the
thermal information is not used; however, considering the agricultural application, this error is
tolerable. As far as our knowledge, there are not similar studies to the presented here.
INTRODUCTION
Crop water requirements are basic information for an efficient agricultural management.
Traditionally this information has been estimated in terms of Evapotranspiration (ET). That is the
total amount of water lost via transpiration and evaporation from canopy and soil. Although daily
crop local ET could be calculated with some accuracy, these estimations do not consider the
spatial variability of the land cover normally present at a field. Furthermore, normally there are
some questions about the reliability of the representation of crops from idealized Kc values [1]. In
addition, it is difficult to predict the correct crop growth stage dates for large populations of crops
and fields. Nowadays, information gathered from aircraft and satellite platforms can be used to
estimate daily ET for different crops, delivering information spatial and temporarily distributed over
a wide area.
Several energy balance models have been coupled with spatially distributed information obtained
from remote sensors (satellites and airborne) to mapping daily ET. In general land surface energy
balance (SEB) models use remotely sensed surface reflectance in the visible and near-infrared
portions of the electro-magnetic spectrum and surface temperature (radiometric) obtained from an
infrared thermal band [2]. The problem is that currently, this thermal band it is not available for all
operational remote sensors. That prevents the estimation of evapotranspiration maps at scales
where the within spatial variability of a field should be more precisely captured in order to
contribute to precision agriculture applications (e.g., specific irrigation schedule). Therefore, it will
be desirable a methodology that allows mapping evapotranspiration even though the thermal band
is not available.
In this work, the generation of Random Forest Regression models that allow the estimation of daily
ET values, without the thermal band of medium spatial resolution images (Landsat 7) has been
investigated. These models have been trained and tested with the spectral information obtained
from the satellites images and the corresponding values of ET obtained by the METRIC model [2].
The structure of the paper is the following: Data and Methods used are described in the next
section; in section 3 the methodology proposed is explained and illustrated. The obtained results
are presented and discussed in section 4. Finally, main conclusions are given in section 5.
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DATA AND METHODS
2.1 Data set
The study site is located in the Central Valley in Chile, with central coordinates of 36º35' S and 72º
00' W. Scene is composed of a city (Chillán), rivers, and mainly different annual crops and
orchards. Soils correspond to alluvial of soft texture, which allows a high production for different
crops. Climate is warm temperate, with an annual mean temperature of 14º C, a short dry season
and an annual rainfall that ranging from 1,000 to 1,300 mm.
Images for an agricultural season, from April 2012 to May 2013, are available (see Table 1).
Images were captured by the ETM+ sensor on board of Landsat-7 satellite and they correspond to
path 233 and row 85. These images were downloaded from the USGS Glovis official site
(http://glovis.usgs.gov), with 1T preprocessing level of standard field correction. The size of the
eight Landsat-7 scenes is 947x702. A color composition (3-2-1) of the satellite image registered on
29th December 2012 is displayed in Fig.1.
Table 1: List of dates used in the study .
Year
2012
Month
April
Octob.
Nov.
Day
1
10
11

Dec.
29

Jan.
30

Febr.
15

2013
March
02
18

May
05
21

Figure 1: Color composition (3-2-1) of a Lansat-7 scene registered on 29 December 2012.

2.2 Evapotranspiration maps
In this work, evapotranspiration maps have been calculated by using the METRIC model. This
model estimates crop ET as a residual of the surface energy balance. It is mainly based on the
SEBAL model (Surface Energy Balance Algorithm for Land) developed by [5]. In this model, a
relationship between the difference of temperature (dT) (at different heights) and surface
temperature (TS) for two extreme conditions pixels, called anchor pixels (hot and cold pixels), is
defined to estimate sensible heat fluxes. Thus, through Equation (1) it is possible to obtain the dT
of each pixel for the whole image.
𝑑𝑇 = 𝑏 + 𝑎 ∙ 𝑇𝑆

(1)

Coefficients a and b are obtained from anchor pixels using an iterative process, proposed in [5]
and modified in [2]. Subsequently, dT is used to estimate sensible heat flux for each pixel.
Instantaneous latent heat fluxes (LE) are estimated from the surface energy balance model (Eq. 2).
𝐿𝐸 = 𝑅! − 𝐺 − 𝐻
2
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where G is the soil heat flux, (Rn-G) represents the available energy and H is the sensible heat
flux. Using Equation (3) the Fraction of the ET estimated and reference ET (ETr) is obtained (ETrF).
ETr is defined as the reference evapotranspiration calculated from station data in the instant of the
satellite image capture, and ETinst is the instantaneous ET estimated from the METRIC model.
𝐸𝑇𝑟 𝐹 =

𝐸𝑇𝑖𝑛𝑠𝑡
𝐸𝑇𝑟

(3)

Finally, using the Equation (4) it is possible to estimate the daily evapotranspiration (ETd) through
of ETrF and reference evapotranspiration for the daily period (ETr-d).
𝐸𝑇𝑑 = 𝐸𝑇𝑟 𝐹 ∙ 𝐸𝑇𝑟!𝑑

(4)

One of the more critical parameters in METRIC and SEBAL models are the anchor pixels. In the
first approaches of these models, selection of these parameters was performed by an operator, but
a possible error is induced by the different criteria of these operators. In this work, the
implementation of METRIC model was done following the automation selection of anchor pixels
method proposed by [6].
2.3 Random Forest
Breiman [3] defined that Random Forests (RF) for regression are formed by growing trees
depending on a random vector Θ such that the tree predictor {h(x, Θk ), k = 1, . . .} takes on
numerical values as opposed to class labels. The output values are numerical and we assume that
the training set is independently drawn from the distribution of the random vector Y, X. The meansquared generalization error for any numerical predictor h(x) is 𝐸!,! (𝑌 − ℎ 𝑋 )! . The random forest
predictor is formed by taking the average over k of the trees {h(X, Θ k )}. The generalization error
for forests depends on the strength of the individual trees in the forest and the correlation between
them. And this error converges a.s. to a limit as the number of trees in the forest becomes large.
In the literature, a huge number of RF implementations can be found, which are differenced by 1)
the way each individual tree is constructed, 2) the procedure used to generate the modified data
sets on which each individual tree is constructed, 3) the way the predictions of each individual tree
are aggregated to produce a unique consensus prediction [4]. In this work, an ensemble of n
decision trees has been implemented using the Statistics Toolbox of MATLAB ®.
2.4 Methodology
As it has been already mentioned, the objective of this methodology is to generate Predictive
Random Forest Models (PRFM) that allow to estimate evapotranspiration values from optical
satellite images that do not have thermal information. With this aim, the ability of PRFM models,
built with all spectral information including the thermal band, to estimate ET values has been
evaluated first. And then, the same methodology has been applied eliminating the thermal band
from the training data. The first step is to calculate the daily evapotranspiration maps (target data)
as described in section 2.2, for the whole serie of satellite images.
To prove the ability of the models to estimate ET values from seen (data used to train the models)
and unseen data (real-world case) 10 different training datasets have been generated. These
datasets have been built by removing a certain date, which is used for validation. The remaining
image series is used for training and testing the models The PRFM are trained with spectral values
of the satellite images to estimate the daily evapotranspiration. During the training phase a 5-fold
cross validation has been used. Once the models have been generated and testing by the
calculation of the RMSE, they have been validated with the data corresponding to the date that has
not been used during the training phase.
RESULTS
Preliminary studies have shown the need of preprocessing the data used to feed the PRFM.
Analyzing the evapotranspiration maps has shown that there are a not negligible number of pixels
with evapotranspiration values out of the normal range of this variable. In this sense, some partially
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cloudy areas have been eliminated of this study. Further studies has shown that this effect is also
presented in different land covers in which the measure of evapotranspiration does not make
sense (e.g., urban areas). Therefore, in this initial phase, the study has been restricted to a small
area (36 Ha) using center pivot irrigation, and located at the bottom right of the scene.
Applying the methodology described in the previous section, 50 PRFM have been obtained by
using the spectral information of the thermal band and 50 without this information. Table 2 and 3
summarize the assesment of all these models. In these tables, the RMSE obtained for each model
during the test phase is represented, as well as the average values and the standard deviations for
each fold. Firstly, it could be noted the robustness of the obtained models, since there are small
differences between the error values associated to the different models. The other aspect to note is
that the error increases a magnitude order when the thermal information is not used; however, this
difference in terms of evapotranspiration estimation is almost negligible in comparison with the
error of traditional methods [7] (e.g. vegetation index, Crop Coefficient relationship).
Table 2: Assessment of the PRFM with thermal band
Date removed from the model
Year
2012
2013
Date
01/04 10/10 11/11 29/12 30/01 15/02 02/03 18/03
1
0,0013 0,0013 0,0014 0,0012 0,0011 0,0012 0,0012 0,0018
2
0,0013 0,0009 0,0011 0,0011 0,0010 0,0011 0,0012 0,0012
3
0,0013 0,0012 0,0012 0,0013 0,0012 0,0010 0,0014 0,0014
4
0,0015 0,0013 0,0014 0,0015 0,0013 0,0014 0,0014 0,0016

21/05
0,0013
0,0013

0,0010
0,0011

0,0015
0,0014

0,0014
0,0015
0,0002

0,0009
0,0010
0,0001

0,0013
0,0014
0,0001

Table 3: Assessment of the PRFM without thermal band
Date removed from the model
Year
2012
2013
Date
01/04 10/10 11/11 29/12 30/01 15/02 02/03 18/03
1
0,0098 0,0113 0,0127 0,0093 0,0120 0,0114 0,0110 0,0113
2
0,0108 0,0120 0,0118 0,0093 0,0107 0,0107 0,0122 0,0114
3
0,0096 0,0111 0,0109 0,0097 0,0116 0,0105 0,0125 0,0121
4
0,0124 0,0137 0,0135 0,0100 0,0112 0,0108 0,0114 0,0115
5
0,0100 0,0121 0,0118 0,0101 0,0119 0,0115 0,0125 0,0116
Mean value 0,0105 0,0120 0,0121 0,0097 0,0115 0,0110 0,0119 0,0116
Std value
0,0012 0,0010 0,0010 0,0004 0,0005 0,0004 0,0007 0,0003

05/05
0,0108
0,0122
0,0129
0,0123

21/05
0,0114
0,0114
0,0123
0,0105

0,0121
0,0120
0,0008

0,0113
0,0114
0,0006

Fold

05/05
0,0010
0,0009

0,0012
0,0013
0,0001

0,0011
0,0012
0,0002

0,0011
0,0012
0,0001

0,0012
0,0013
0,0001

0,0012
0,0012
0,0001

Fold

5
Mean value
Std value

0,0013
0,0012
0,0001

0,0012
0,0013
0,0001

Tables 4 and 5 include the RMSE values obtained when each of the PRFM have been fed with the
spectral values of the scene that have not been used to generate the corresponding model. In the
first case, Table 4, all spectral bands have been used, and the thermal band has been removed for
the seconde case (Table 5). Obviously, the error in this case is higher in both experiments, being
one order of magnitude higher for the models generated without thermal information.
A visual analysis of the obtained results have been carried out by plotting the relation between the
daily evapotranspiration values estimated by the METRIC method, here considered as the real
values, and the values provided by the predictive models, in the test phase and in the validation
phase. Only one example has been included in this paper for space reasons. Even though a higher
dispersion is obtained when the thermal band is not used to generate the models, the behaviour of
the models obtained in this case can be considered as acceptable; but of course they could be
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improved through further studies, trying for example of including other variables in the models.
CONCLUSIONS
As far as our knowledge, there are not similar studies to this presented here. We only have found a
work [8] where the daily evapotranspiration is estimating from biophisical data.
From our results, we can conclude that robust prediction random forest models have been
obtained to estimated daily evapotranspiration values. The accuracy of this model can be
considered highly satisfactory when the thermal band is included in the training of the models,
decreasing this accuracy in a magnitude order when this band is not considered. However,
considering the agricutulral application, this error is tolerable.
The two main aspect to be improved in future research are: (i) decreasing the error of the models
trained without thermal band, maybe including other physical variables in the models. (ii)
Generalizing the models to larger areas.

Fold

Table 4: Validation of the PRFM with thermal band
Date removed from the model
Year
2012
2013
Date
01/04 10/10 11/11 29/12 30/01 15/02 02/03 18/03
1
0,0073 0,0138 0,0118 0,0103 0,0123 0,0045 0,0024 0,0035
2
0,0079 0,0124 0,0121 0,0083 0,0126 0,0044 0,0024 0,0031
3
0,0057 0,0130 0,0116 0,0095 0,0130 0,0043 0,0023 0,0034
4
0,0084 0,0122 0,0121 0,0091 0,0129 0,0045 0,0019 0,0036
5
0,0064 0,0143 0,0119 0,0092 0,0135 0,0045 0,0021 0,0036
Mean value 0,0071 0,0132 0,0119 0,0093 0,0129 0,0045 0,0022 0,0034
Std value
0,0011 0,0009 0,0002 0,0007 0,0005 0,0001 0,0002 0,0002

Fold

Table 5: Validation of the PRFM without thermal band
Date removed from the model
Year
2012
2013
Date
01/04 10/10 11/11 29/12 30/01 15/02 02/03 18/03
1
0,0470 0,0061 0,0090 0,0485 0,0211 0,0190 0,0103 0,0215
2
0,0518 0,0063 0,0089 0,0494 0,0217 0,0181 0,0100 0,0214
3
0,0520 0,0069 0,0092 0,0472 0,0233 0,0183 0,0094 0,0213
4
0,0536 0,0065 0,0096 0,0465 0,0217 0,0185 0,0097 0,0214
5
0,0490 0,0067 0,0093 0,0480 0,0209 0,0191 0,0100 0,0217
Mean value 0,0507 0,0065 0,0092 0,0479 0,0218 0,0186 0,0099 0,0215
Std value
0,0026 0,0003 0,0003 0,0011 0,0009 0,0005 0,0003 0,0001

05/05
0,0214
0,0214
0,0218
0,0210

21/05
0,0030
0,0030
0,0036
0,0030

0,0211
0,0213
0,0003

0,0029
0,0031
0,0003

05/05
0,0291
0,0278
0,0276

21/05
0,0308
0,0316
0,0321

0,0296
0,0283
0,0285
0,0008

0,0319
0,0316
0,0316
0,0005
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Figure 2: Scattergrams representing the distribution of evapotranspiration values provided by
METRIC (real) and by PRFM (estimated). First row with thermal band. Second row without thermal
band. a) and c) in the testing phase. b) and d) in the validation phase

a)

b)

c)

d)
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